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THE BATTLE FOR THE IDEOLOGICAL PREMIERSHIP 
 

Olga Mattera 
 
There is a conflict, another conflict, in the Middle East, and it is not simple to perceive 
the real reasons, the true essence of what it is a stake. One may have the perception, at 
least from the Italian press, that this is the routine clash between the Israelis and the 
Palestinians, with an important and bloody escalation on the Northern front: it is not or 
not only, and not primarily. Other misperceptions seem to emerge from the press and in 
particular: a. that the conflict is a consequence of the Israeli over reaction to the 
kidnapping of Ghilad Shalit; b. that Lebanon and its Southern villages and camps are the 
innocent victims of the Israeli rage; c. that after a short-run explosion of the forces on the 
ground the possibility of a regional confrontation will fade. These assertions are quite 
erroneous and misleading.  
The impression that one has, when looking attentively at what it has occurred in the 
previous months, or years, is: 1. that the outbreak of the conflict is the peak of a long and 
multifaceted  process, with many actors on the ground; in this framework the 
confrontation is not in this view the two main actors aren’t the Israeli and the Palestinians 
but Damascus and Teheran; 2. that there is a long-term strategy by the present leadership 
in Teheran who wishes to create the same “atmosphere” of the ’79, thus achieving a 
status of charismatic leadership not only among the Shiites world but also among Arabs 
and in general the Islamic world; 3. that Damascus has employed and utilized all the anti-
Israeli militias in the region, with a special regard to Hamas and Hezbollah, for domestic 
and regional interests; today it contributes to create that state of tension in which it can 
play a central role; 4. that since the Gaza disengagement there has been a clear trend of 
arms smuggling in the Strip; and that a similar trend has been witnessed in Southern 
Lebanon, since the other Israeli disengagement (in the year 2000) and here the shipments 
have been much wider and important in terms of  technology and manpower; 5. and, 
finally, that such a scenario has required a long time to take such a shape; some elements 
have been put up in the previous months and some others in the last three or four years 
but the entire picture has been developed in a decade. 
 
Syria and the Palestinian issue 
 
Damascus has never been “innocent” when dealing with the Palestinian national struggle. 
The latter has been the main tool to achieve three main objectives: to build a strong and 
everlasting pressure on Israel; to maintain Lebanon in a state on confusion and fragility 
and to assure internal consensus abroad with the old story of the Zionist enemy. It is not 
by case that almost all the Palestinian militias have their political bureau or headquarters 
in the country. The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), stemmed from 
the Palestinian Authority when opposing the Oslo Agreements in ’93, has two main 
offices in Syria, one in Damascus and one in the Palestinian refugee camp al-Yarmouk, 
always in Syria. In the same camp, until 2003, there was also the Political office of the 
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Palestinian Islamic Jihad, the most active group in the last conflict with the Israel. The 
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine- General Command (PFLP-GC), led by the 
well known Ahmad Jibril, is also based in Damascus and in the various refugee Camps in 
Syria and Lebanon; it is considered to be the main channel for the shipments of weapons 
from Damascus to the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza in the last five years (as 
showed by the case of the Santorini ship, seized by Israel in 2001 and loaded with 
weapons for the Gazans; the PFLP-GC claimed its responsibility). And finally, as it is 
well known, Hamas has its own political bureau office in Damascus, led by Khaled 
Mashaal, the successor of Sheikh Yassin, and those group of people considered as the 
“external leadership” of Hamas. Let us reflect on the history of this “unnatural alliance” 
as it has been called by analysts in light of the aversion of Damascus for the Islamic 
extremisms. The relationship improved and became sounder in the mid of the ‘90s. The 
former OLP, transformed in to National Authority, was signing treaties with Israel and 
was in change getting incentives and funds. In ’94 Jordan signed the peace treaty with 
Israel and this marked an important change for the Hamas leadership, since then hidden in 
Amman. King Hussein started a fight against Hamas cells in Amman, and tried to do the 
same in the rest of the country; all the offices in the capital have been closed and the 
major leaders expelled from Jordan. President Assad offered them asylum. In Damascus 
there were already all the so called “rejectonists”, the groups that did not approve Arafat 
strategy signed at Oslo; the presence of Hamas strengthened their force and their capacity 
to cast a shadow on the overall Oslo process. Since then, the relationship of the Assads 
with the rejectionists and with Hamas have been a central tool in the hands of Damascus. 
Although most of them were fundamentalists, it was stronger the appeal for a well 
equipped group which has always triggered harms to Israel and which had the power to 
inflame the Palestinian internal political scenario.  Assad saw also the possibility of 
employing Hamas in order to keep the state of chaos in Lebanon: he virtually opened the 
gates of the Palestinian Camps in Lebanon for recruitment, ideological teaching, social 
organization, military training of Hamas people. This strategy was crucial to nourish the 
civil war in the Palestinian arena, whose main expression were all the terror attacks in the 
last five years. It is believed by many commentators that Hamas received, through the 
PFLP-GC, extremely significant helps, funds and weapons from Damascus and from 
Teheran in the last three years. Hamas in Syria increased its importance also on the 
political side: in two occasions, in ’95-’96 and in the most recent times Israel devoted its 
efforts to undercut the most prominent representatives of Hamas in the West Bank and 
Gaza; this tactic contributed to fortify and boost the “external leadership” which today is 
considered the source of command.  
In the last months major developments have marginalised the PNA (Palestinian National 
Authority); Hamas has emerged as the main political force in the Palestinian Field. The 
disengagement from Gaza, although the Israeli efforts, the international force at the 
borders, the Egyptian good intentions may today be considered a mistake, at least in term 
of timeframe. For many, the intentions were good but times were not ripe; chaos was still 
reigning in the area and Hamas was too strong. We immediately witnessed strong clashes 
between Fatah and Hamas in the area, but the first was weak, mistrusted, isolated, without 
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any political leverage while the latter had strong international commitment from the 
rogue states, a strong military apparatus and a deep bond with the disillusionment of the 
Palestinians; they seized the Palestinian national struggle in their hands and they 
triumphed in the elections. Since then, Hamas showed the irrationality of its leadership; 
they preferred to bring the population close to starvation rather than accepting the right 
for Israel to exist; in the meanwhile, the entire Palestinian society sunk into an open civil 
war. The question of the new police body required by Hamas was eloquent on the state of 
the Palestinian politics. The kidnapping of Ghilad Shalit was the last event in a long 
process of irrational choices from the Palestinian side, started in 2000, with the refusal of 
the Camp David Agreement. Nevertheless Hamas, by then, had acquired strength, 
weapons, international support. The perception today is that the “external leadership” had 
decided the kidnappings, and that Damascus was deeply involved in the case. 
Consequently, is misleading to look at the present conflict without reflecting on the active 
role of Syria as the main actor of the conflict itself. 
 
Hizbollah and the Syrian-Iranian alliance 
 
Also in the case of Hizbollah, what links Damascus and Hizbollah is a strange kind of 
alliance: the ideological views differ completely but the mutual interests are stronger. The 
connection between Damascus and Hibzollah started in 1982, when Assad Father made a 
deal with Teheran, allowing an armed group detached by the Iranian Revolutionary 
Guards Corps to begin a long-run presence in the Beqaa Valley. Hizbollah flourished on 
the foundations of other two Shiite militias in the area, Islamic Amal and the Lebanese 
offspring of the Iraqi al-Dawa al Islamiyya Group, with very strong links with Teheran. 
Amal at the beginning was almost completely absorbed by Hizbollah, but it re-emerged 
later as an independent group, during the civil war and since then played an autonomous 
political role in the Lebanese area. The relationship with Hizbollah has been sometime 
troublesome for Damascus but it has also been the most important instrument against 
Israel and against a true independence of Lebanon. The pressure that Damascus has been 
able to exert through Hizbollah operations on the Israeli border was enormous. Syria has 
always employed this tool when times were difficult, when there were negotiations, when 
there was a regional emergence, when Beirut wanted independence. Hizbollah has been 
the most effective armed militia against Israel in the region and has been continuously fed 
by Teheran, during the years, in terms of weapons, money and people, Although this has 
been sometimes a problem for Damascus, especially when the leaders of Hizbollah tried 
to act independently, Syria has greatly benefited from its role of “mediator” and from its 
sharing with the Shiites the burden of the conflict with Jerusalem. When Israel withdrew 
from Lebanon with the unilateral disengagement wanted by Barak in the year 2000, 
Damascus had a concrete opportunity to get rid of Hizbollah or at least to disarm it. It 
didn’t try a single step in this direction; on the contrary, allowed Hizbollah to assert itself 
as the liberation force and to consolidate its influence and its power in the “liberated” 
area.  When the conflict with the Palestinians erupted, Hizbollah, from the “liberated” 
Lebanon, played a crucial role in the struggle. The dispute on the Sheeba farms was the 
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good excuse to launch sporadic attacks on Israel; nevertheless the most important role has 
been played in the shipment of arms to Hamas and in the training of people: the 
uncontrolled corridor that linked Hamas with Hizbollah at North was decisive to ensure 
the continuation of five years of conflict with the approval of Damascus which could 
enjoy the fact that others were doing the war against Israel. The conflict also facilitated 
Damascus to control the Lebanese oppositions, at least until the year 2005. Damascus has 
always denied its involvement in Hizbollah activities and decisions but today it is widely 
believed that Nashrallah has to coordinate actions and policies with the Assad Clan, 
although orders come from Teheran. This lead us to the troubled relationship between 
Iran and Syria. It is more than a quarter of century that the two countries share the fact of 
being completely isolated in the region and, essentially, in the international community; 
and they both fund their legitimacy and the internal consensus on anti western and anti 
Israeli feelings. It was enough to build a connection toughened in the years, which today 
has grown into a strategic alliance. In this long-time game Syria has played its cards 
cautiously but appropriately. Teheran has sent to his proxies in Lebanon strategic 
weapons, missiles and anti-missiles systems trough Damascus: Iran was forced to use the 
Syrian airport as a trans-shipment point as it couldn’t send them directly to Beirut. In 
such way Damascus could exert an important function on the amount of the flow and on 
the quality of the weapons sent to Southern Lebanon. Especially when Syria was forced 
to leave Lebanon after the Hariri assassination, Hizbollah ensured the continuation of the 
Syrian authority on its neighbour, though always controlling that the power was not 
overtly exceeding the equilibrium of forces in Lebanon. Politically, when Hizbollah 
entered into the electoral campaign, Damascus guaranteed that the number of its seats in 
the parliament was balanced with that of Amal, although the latter enjoys less support. 
Damascus supported also a splinter faction of Hizbollah, guided by Subhi Tufaili, its 
former Secretary General, in order to exert a slight form of pressure over the mainstream 
leadership.  
In conclusion, Hizbollah represents the core of the Syrian strategy in the region and also 
the core of the relationship between Damascus and Teheran and of their joint posture in 
the region: to fight against Israel, to support strong anti-Western feelings, to sponsor 
regional destabilization by any means.  
The last two years have been crucial in the progress of the alliance between Iran and 
Syria. The fact of being both at the top of the axis of evil, both with the American forces 
at the borders, both regionally and internationally isolated has been a boost for a 
coordination that was already existing on the ground. The strategic alliance signed by the 
two countries some weeks ago was an important signal of danger that resounded in the 
Middle East. The two regional rogue states were signing a pact of mutual military 
assistance and, most important a protocol of mutual intervention in the case that one of 
the two is attacked. A sort of Molotov-Ribbentropp of the 2006-Middle East. Damascus 
has ensured a significant upgrade of all its arm systems: the state of the Syrian army is 
poor and handicapped by the lack of funds and the upgrading by Iran will be of great 
help. Nevertheless, what seems to be important is the pact of mutual intervention in case 
of attack: it means that there is the possibility that if Israel attacks Syria, Iran would 
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intervene. It also means that if Iranian nuclear facilities, or other industrial facilities, are 
hit, there might be an escalation of the conflict with Syria. Hizbollah seems to be part of 
the deal: the weapons that are used today in the conflict with Israel are of Chinese and 
Korean manufacturing (such as the shore-to-ship missile C802, Iranian of Chinese 
technology, used against the Israeli vessel off Lebanese costs) and this means that they 
arrived from Teheran through Damascus during the previous months and that, most 
probably, the flow of weapons from Teheran is now more substantial and it is aimed 
partially to Hizbollah and partially to Damascus itself. At this point, what it appears as a 
conflict between Israeli and Palestinians, or as a clash with the Hizbollah militia and 
Beirut, is in concrete something else; the core, the essence of the conflict is with Iran and 
Syria, and in a very peculiar moment of the Middle Eastern history. 
 
The struggle for the ideological premiership 
 
We all have witnessed with some worries the declarations and the attitudes of the present 
Iranian regimes. Analysts also show that a struggle for the leadership is taking place 
inside Iran, between conservatives and “the purists” around Ahmadinejad and his mentor, 
the Ajatollah Mesbah-Yazdi. The question of the 12th Imam, the issue of the Khameni’s 
Velayat-i-Faqih opposed to a form of collective supremacy sustained by Ahmadinejad 
and Mesbah-Yazdi and envisaged by the same Khomeini, the shadow of the elections of 
the Assembly of the Experts in next Fall are important elements to take into 
considerations. Iran is changing. Most of the analysts agree on this and the question is 
how it is changing and where it heads to.  
My impression is that a part of the Iranian leadership which is now in power but that it is 
still obliged to share this power with the old conservatives and also with reformists, wants 
to get rid of the past. The question of the 12th imam is crucial: if He is “on his way”, as 
Ahmadinejad declared, the uniqueness of the power of Khamenei looses its significance: 
the collective premiership has more sense. This is a very good way to get rid of an entire 
generation in Teheran and we will see the consequences and the achievements of this 
strategy in the near future. Nevertheless, what is disturbing is the feeling that the Iranian 
leadership is fighting another battle, more important, maybe vital for the region. It wants 
to become a symbol in the region, a symbol for all the believers in Allah, Arabs, Turks, 
Persians, Shiites, Sunnis. The impact of the ’79 revolution on the regions produced a long 
list of effects that are still visible today. Most of the militants in the region still want to 
follow that pattern: an enormous successful Islamic Revolution that, in the image of the 
people, represents also the revenge against a Western model perceived at the beginning as 
unreachable and frustrating, and later as evil. In the years Iran lost this appeal. The 
“price” paid by the populations seemed excessive. The structure of the leadership crippled 
and corrupted. Unemployment and poverty were plagues also there, in a country literally 
floating on oil. The Iranian Islamic Revolution lost its power of attraction, internally and 
externally. 
Then the region plunged in the post 11 of September. The al-Qaeda network tried to 
acquire the Iranian Ideological inheritance, although transformed into a Sunni version and 
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organized very differently. But the aim is the same: Bin Laden showed himself as the 
ideological leader of the true Islam in the entire region, with no regards to confessions 
and nationalities. The power of attraction of al-Qaeda in the cleavages, the fractures, the 
fragilities of the Arab Islamic societies seemed to be very successful at the beginning. In 
the meanwhile, though, there were people working inside Teheran in order to create what 
it has called “the second Iranian revolution”.  Most of the Ahmadinejad’s declarations of 
the last moths seemed aimed at the external more than at the Iranians. The Nuclear issue 
and the Palestinian struggle are  the two perfect tools for this policy. If one looks at the 
declarations of Ahmadinejad in the last months, there are often references to the 
Palestinian issue, at the point that in Teheran there were manifestations with people 
shouting “don’t think of Palestinians think of us!”. One of the last declarations from Iran 
says “..the presence of Zionist in the region is a satanic and cancerous presence and 
infected tumor for the entire world of Islam:….The Lebanese people recognize the value 
of Hizbollah and they know that it is this same powerful arms that have prevented the 
Zionist from doing whatever they want with Lebanon whenever they want”1. These 
messages are very frequent and are meant for the “entire Islamic world”. Also the 
struggle on the nuclear has the same appeal: it shows, internally and externally, that 
Teheran has a great power of leverage with the West and that the war in Iraq not only 
hasn’t change this situation but it was helpful. 
 
The conflict in the Middle East, under this light, appears wider and more complicated 
than the over-simplified version often offered by the media: the rage and the frustration of 
the Palestinians on one side and the overreaction of the Israelis on the others. It is a 
complex puzzle of strategic and ideological interests with long-run consequences, where 
Teheran tries to place itself as the future ideological leader of the Islamic world. Syria, 
Iran, Hamas and Hizbollah have been overlapping interests in order to form a strategic 
axis2, where the lines between laicism-fundamentalism and Sunnis Shiites fade. In such 
context, accusing Israel of over reaction is senseless. There is much at stake, in terms of 
democracy, stability, protection of interests, also European interests, global and regional 
security, creation of threats.  

                                                 
1 Rfe/rl newsline Vol. 10 N° 128, Part III, 17 July 2006 
2 Saad Ghorayeb, The Guardia, July 15 
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SECOND QUARTER BALKAN REVIEW: 
TRENDS AND EVOLUTIONS IN SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE 

 
Paolo Quercia 

 
 
Main regional events: Montenegro independence, the failure of UNOSEK, 
Macedonian elections  
 
The second quarter of two thousand and six in South Eastern Europe was characterised by 
some important events. The most relevant among them has been the creation of 
Montenegro as a newly independent state with full sovereignty and with its own seat in 
the United Nations; the referendum for the secession of Montenegro from Serbia has been 
the last and final stage of the long arm wrestling that the socialist Milo Djukanovic fought 
with Belgrade from 1998 until 2006. With a thin majority of 0,5% of pro independence 
voters Djukanovic achieved the historical goal of giving back to Montenegro full 
independence after almost  ninety years of unite statehood with Serbia.  
 
In the same weeks that Montenegro leadership was crowning its dreams of independence, 
the UN mediated self-determination process for Kosovo crossed the threshold of its final 
stage. While UNMIK entered its seventh year of the international protectorate, UNOSEK 
– the special UN team charged with the hard task of finding an agreement between Serbia 
and Kosovo Albanians over the future status – completed the rounds on non status issues 
and is now organising the first political high level status talk.  
 
On the political level the most important event in the region has been the political 
elections in Macedonia held on the July 5th. The elections produced a new change in the 
government   bringing back to the power the political alliance between the nationalist 
VMRO and its Albanian ally DPA. This political block was ousted from power as 
consequence of the Albanian insurgency in the North – West of the country in 2001 and, 
after the Ohrid Peace agreement, in the elections held in 2001.     
 
The emergence of Montenegro as new independent state, the issue of self determination 
for Kosovo after the end of UN protectorate, democratic transition in Macedonia, the last 
Multiethnic state in the Balkans, were the core events happened in South Eastern Europe 
between spring and summer 2006.     
 
The velvet independence of Montenegro and its future consequences on regional 
stability 
 
The independence of Montenegro produced important present and future consequences 
for the region. The first important element that should be highlighted is the way 
Montenegro handled the issue of secession from Serbia in front of the international 
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community and in front of Belgrade. Acknowledging the fact that only half of the 
population of Montenegro was in favour of independence, Podgorica maintained a tactic 
based on rising the tension between Belgrade and Brussels without reaching the point of 
no return and always accepting in the very last moment trilateral agreements that 
strengthened its de facto independent position. This tactic was pursued in the last five 
years until the distance between Podgorica and Belgrade became unbridgeable. Between 
the second half of 2005 and the beginning of 2006 both EU and Serbia had to change 
their mind on the possibilities of maintaining a viable Union between the two states. 
Progressively, Brussels began to change its rigid position over the issue of Montenegro 
independence, especially after the decision of opening the Kosovo status talks was taken 
by the UN Security Council. Also Belgrade progressively switched to a position of 
indifference over the issue of the international recognition of the de facto independence of 
Montenegro; Serbia realised that bilateral state-to-state relations could be more suitable 
for its interests than the confused and paralysed state union, characterised by day-by-day 
internal conflicts.  
 
At the beginning of 2006 Montenegro President Milo Djukanovic realised that the second 
quarter of the year was the best ever occasion in the last fifteen years to try to cut the thin 
rope that was still keeping Podogorica connected to Serbia. The referendum was therefore 
a sort of negotiated settlement between Montenegro, Serbia and the European Union. The 
result of a velvet secession carefully prepared by Montenegro political elite.      
Which are the most likely consequences of Montenegro velvet independence ? First of all, 
it is likely to forecast that in the short term the bilateral post independence relations 
between Serbia and Montenegro will experience a period of strain and cold relations.  
During this period Podgorica will pay a political and economical price for abandoning the 
Union with Serbia. Montenegro will have to build green fields relations with all the 
international institutions such as the IMF, World Bank, United Nations, European Union 
as well as a whole world wide network of bilateral relations. Establishing, funding and 
running these  international institutional infrastructures will take some time and it could 
cost more than the thin Montenegro economy could afford. If Montenegro will be able to 
build a self-sustainable economy in the short term it could also be capable of maintaining 
its own state structures at a minimum level of efficiency. If this won’t happen there are 
two possible scenarios; the first one is that Serbia, once it will be definitively set its 
orientation toward EU integration, will attract again economically and politically 
Montenegro into its orbit and it could represent the “engine” for Podgorica European 
integration.  
The second scenario is based on the assumption that Montenegro will not re-establish its 
ties with Belgrade and – at the same time – it won’t reach autonomous political and 
economical sustainability. In this worse case scenario, a resurgence and consolidation of 
criminal networks and black economy could undermine the future of Montenegro 
independence and it could be an element of regional disturbance, especially for the 
neighbouring Albania and Macedonia.    
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An important political consequence of Montenegro independence is connected with the 
support that Podgorica received for its independence from the neighbouring Croatia and 
Albania. It is very likely that this support will soon be transformed into a political entente 
and maybe to an alliance of the three Adriatic states, connected with each other by 
Montenegro coastline. This alliance will be characterised by few main factors: the 
geographical Adriatic dimension and the importance of the maritime border in the 
geopolitical life of the three states; the pro American orientation; a residual anti Serbian 
factor that will last for some time in the future; the geographic proximity with Italy that 
remains for Croatia, Albania and Montenegro the closest and most relevant EU member 
state; the need to develop an alternative non Serbian-oriented economy. 
 
The last element that should be mentioned in regard of Montenegro independence is 
related to the Albanian connection. Montenegro developed in the last five years a friendly 
and open door policy towards Albania, Kosovo and Macedonia. The main reason for this 
policy was determined by two factors: the need to find sub regional allies for the nascent 
independent state and the strategic importance of the Albanian minority in Montenegro. 
Winning the consensus of the Albanian minority (around 7% of the population) to the 
independence project has been a main priority for Podgorica for several internal reasons. 
First of all it was an important element for obtaining the consensus or at least the non 
opposition of the international community, always sensitive to the minority issues; 
secondly the vote of the Albanian community was numerically necessary to win the block 
of those who were in favour of the Union with Serbia (around 35 %) and those who were 
indifferent to an independent Montenegro; finally, after a decade of discrimination 
policies carried out by Yugoslavia against its Albanian minority population, it was a 
strategic decision to differentiate “ideologically” the breakaway Montenegro from the 
official Serbian nationalism civil religion; this was done by shaping the new state on a 
multiethnic Slavic-Albanian platform, building cross border relations with Albania and 
Kosovo and implementing a visa free regime with Albanian speaking countries.      
  
Kosovo, hard times ahead. The future status and the “failure” of UNOSEK   
 
The Second quarter of the year was an important period for Kosovo future status. In these 
months it became clear where the UN mediated talks on the future of Kosovo were 
heading, or were not. First of all it became evident that the Vienna meetings on the so 
called non-status issues were, although focused on very important topics, were simple 
exchange of views and not a significant negotiation process. Both Albanian and Serbs, in 
fact were not available to enter into detailed negotiations on technical issues until it was 
not decided if they are discussing over the internal settlement of an independent state or if 
they are discussing the organisation of an autonomous province inside Serbia. In this way, 
the first rounds of UNOSEK talks were rapidly filed in the second quarter of 2006 
without any concrete result. Nevertheless UNOSEK rounds were very useful to measure 
the temperature of the two sides and to prepare the ground for the so-called “mammoth 
round”, between the two prime minister, Kostunica and Ceku. 
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The mammoth round is scheduled to take place during the summer and its results and 
consequences will open and shape the third quarter of the year for Serbia, Kosovo but 
also for the whole region.  
 
Very likely the core topic of the prime minister top political meeting will be based on the 
key issue of the status itself and it is doomed to put the end of UNOSEK status talks after 
the radical disagreement on the future status will be certified at the top political level.  
 
In this regard, the UNOSEK process failed to reach its main goal, that is to break an 
agreement with Serbia over Kosovo independence. Kostunica, after having reaffirmed 
publicly - during a recent symbolic visit in Kosovo - the Serbian ideological position that 
Kosovo will always be part of Serbia, will travel to Vienna with the explicit aim of ruling 
out any possible option of an agreed solution for Kosovo independence. 
 
This will be the end of UNOSEK short experience and it will open for the United Nations 
a new difficult and dangerous phase: the preparation of the next stage of the 
independence of Kosovo against the will (and maybe with the possible hostility) of 
Belgrade. It is the so called “imposed solution”, a scenario that in 2005 the international 
community preferred to avoid, choosing to open the status talks.  
  
The difficulties that United Nations are facing in Kosovo are symbolised by the almost 
simultaneous anticipation of retirement that UNMIK Chief in Kosovo Petersen and 
UNOSEK Chief in Vienna Athissari announced in the last months; both of them are 
supposed to renounce to their positions in the autumn, a time were the status issue was 
supposed to reach its peak. 
When it will be clear that Serbia will not endorse any independence for Kosovo, not even 
a conditional one, the United Nations will have two different paths to resolve the 
stalemate in Kosovo. Both options need to pass in the Security Council a new resolution 
that will replace the 1244 an international document that is already completely outdated 
due to the de facto situation on the ground.   
 
The most radical option will be to pass a new resolution that will cancel those provisions 
of 1244 that are reaffirming the sovereignty of Serbia over Kosovo; attached to the new 
Resolution there could be a new Kosovo constitution that will recognize the full transfer 
of the great majority of powers from UNMIK to the Kosovo provisional self government, 
a process that is almost completed. This option will be accompanied by an exit strategy of 
the UN and a progressive involvement of the European Union in a special mission that 
will take care of the reserved powers that the new constitution will reserve to the 
international level.  
 
A softer option will be to pass, before the end of the year, a new Security Council 
Resolution that will cancel from the text the “commitment to the sovereignty and 
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territorial integrity of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia” but that will not dare yet to 
give independence to the Kosovo provisional institutions. It could probably decide to put 
an end to UN mission in Kosovo and to prepare the ground to a new EU lead international 
mission in Kosovo. In this scenario, a new constitution won’t be drafted and the 
independence day will be postponed to a new UN Resolution that could be scheduled for 
middle 2007.  
 
In any case, it is getting clear that final status won’t be settled before the end of the year. 
This delay, together with the difficulties experienced by UNOSEK and the Serbian 
opposition to any change of status in Kosovo, could produce a re-emergency of ethnic 
motivated violence and anti UN riots in the first half of 2007.   
 
Macedonia, the Ohrid factor is over 
 
From the political point of view, the most important event in the last months has been the 
July elections in Macedonia. VMRO - DPMNE, the former nationalist Macedonian party 
now guided by the moderate Nikola Gruevski, resulted to be the first voted party with 45 
seats in the parliament. The Socialist party of former Prime Minister Buckovski (SDSM) 
is the second party with only 32 seats in the parliament. The intra – Albanian competition 
was won by Ali Ahmeti’s DUI (17 seats) while Xhaferri’s DPA obtained 11 seats and 
NSDP of Tito Petkovski 7. VMRO, in order to form the new government, should create 
an alliance with DPA, NSDP and two minor party DOM and PEI, each of them with 1 
member of parliament.  
By refusing the possibility of an alliance with DUI the strongest Albanian party (whose 
leadership was involved in the military uprising against VMRO government in 2001) 
VMRO obliged itself to form a broader but weaker coalition government by counting on 
the support of four coalition parties: DPA (Albanian), NSDP, DOM and PEI. This 5 party 
coalition puts together a majority of 65 seats, few more of the minimum necessary to 
form the government (61).  VMRO and DPA were already in the same government 
coalition until 2001, when the country was shaked and shocked by the six months 
uprising of the Albanian guerrilla. The option of an alliance with both Albanian party was 
considered during the negotiations for the formation of the government, but it was ruled 
out since the relations between the two main Albanian parties deteriorated considerably in 
the last five years where DUI was governing the country in coalition with SDSM. The 
electoral campaign was also characterised by violence between DUI and DPA at the point 
that a coalition of the two parties with VMRO seems virtually impossible.       
 
The formation of the government will be a complex activity since VMRO is not willing to 
give to its coalition partners the key ministries of Foreign Affairs, Justice, Interior, 
Finance and Economy. The main problems could be in satisfying both DPA and NSDP, 
the two minor parties whose votes are necessary to form the government.    
 
What is relevant in the Macedonian election is that it is possible to say that the time of 
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violent conflicts and unstable democracy is over. The elections were carried out in a 
reasonably peaceful environment, without inter-ethnic violence, they were fair and 
impartial and the defeated coalition didn’t contest the results. This is the confirmation that 
Macedonia strengthened its democratic system and that there are all the presumptions that 
the country could  progress further on the  EU integration process, after the country was  
granted candidate status in 2005. The main risks for internal stability are potentially 
coming from the unstable situation in the neighbouring Kosovo, as it already happened in 
2001. This risk will not be completely removed until the status situation in Kosovo won’t 
be settled and the state-building process completed.     
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ON THE EDGE OF A GEOPOLITICAL REVERSE 
 

Andrea Grazioso 
 

The political trends that became apparent during the first quarter of the year have been 
confirmed during the second quarter. 
Russia has steadily increased her assertiveness in the international context, thanks to the 
financial and political stability enjoyed in the last three years. 
As a consequence, there is now a perceptible attrition between Moscow and several 
Western Capitals over political and economic issues. 
This growing divide remains manageable with a political and diplomatic dialogue.  
However, the geographic belt around Russia, from Belarus and Ukraine to Caucasus and 
Central Asia, is the arena for a series of open confrontation opposing pro-West and pro-
Russia players. This could probably fuel regional and local disputes, further deteriorating 
the political stability. 
 
The unresolved issue of energy security 
 
Energy supplies from Russia to Western Europe were a pivotal issue during the first 
quarter of the year. 
More recently, the supplies of natural gas proceeded regularly, easing the European 
concerns over the reliability of Russia as energy provider. 
Nevertheless, the whole issue of energy security remains as the single most important 
element of distrust between Moscow and the Western world. 
The present price of crude oil and natural gas is a major burden for Western Europe, 
whose economy is lagging behind those of fast growing Asian countries and the United 
States. 
It is an imperative necessity, for most of the European countries, to accede to reliable and 
relatively cheap energy resources, in order to preserve their standard of living. 
While some European states have traditionally devoted much attention to other-than fossil 
fuels – with France leading the group of industrialised countries which rely on nuclear 
energy – the prospect of Northern Sea natural gas deposits gradually reducing their output 
creates a huge concern in Western Capitals. 
Russian territory holds vast reserves of fossil energy. Over the past decades, these 
deposits have been extensively exploited, fuelling the rise of the Soviet Union to the 
status of industrial and military super power. 
However, since the Eighties, with the step decline of the Soviet Union and then the 
further economic collapse of Russia, investments in this strategically important sector 
were almost completely neglected. 
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As a consequence, oil and gas output of Russian fields gradually decreased, while the 
disruptions in the pipeline networks further reduced the ability of Russia to export energy 
supplies. 
The reverse in this trend started with the affirmation of Putin as the uncontested leader of 
the country and the elimination of private entrepreneurs from the national economic 
landscape. 
Until few years ago, the harsh treatment of Russian oligarchs by Russian authorities was 
perceived in the West as an internal political struggle for the affirmation of Kremlin’s 
authority over the country. 
The grey-zone personified by the oligarchs, where political, economic and criminal 
interests were melted together often received the criticism of Western opinion leaders. 
Therefore, Putin’s struggle for the re-nationalisation of Russian energy sector was often 
criticised for the severe treatment against the businessmen but seldom analysed for its 
consequences in geo-economic terms. 
The Western perceptions gradually changed over the last two years. 
First, the increase in the international market values of energy products, initially deemed 
as a speculative bubble, continued inexorably till the present high records. 
The combined effects of political instability in the Middle East, the fast-growing demands 
coming from China, India and other Asian powers and the technical inability to increase 
the oil and gas productions in the short term will likely extend for many years the present 
level of very expensive energy supplies. 
Second, Russia started to overtly use her energy assets as a geopolitical tool, in order to 
re-assert her influence over the near abroad and beyond. 
What was initially supposed to be an internal struggle between prosperous entrepreneurs 
and old-fashioned members of state’s apparatus for the control over the remnants of 
Russia’s wealth has been now re-assessed as the starting point for a complex geopolitical 
game, aimed at the reversal of Russia’s decline. 
Therefore, the dialogue between Russia and the Western world is now, more than ever, 
extremely difficult. 
Russia’s energy reserves are strategically important for the economic stability of Europe. 
European quest for stable and possibly cheap supplies of Russian oil and gas should 
ideally  be granted by the joint development of Russian resources. European firms should 
therefore enter into the Russian energy market, investing money but obtaining a share in 
the ultimate control over those resources. 
This would entail a free-market posture of Russian authorities, within a wider context of a 
liberal political system.  
Kremlin’s approach seems diametrically opposed. 
The grip on the political development of the country and the re-centralisation of economic 
activities are two mutually-reinforcing trends pursued by Putin since his rise to power. 
The affirmation of this model of managed economy and democracy is gradually 
producing the expected results. Russia has regained an acceptable level of internal 
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stability – both in political and economic terms – and seems able to repulse Western 
efforts to influence political developments in Central Asia. 
Further, Moscow is increasingly assertive in the unsettled disputes in Eastern Europe and 
Caucasus, the “frozen conflicts” of the Nineties, openly challenging Western agenda for 
those regions. 
In Transdnestr, Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Russia is sponsoring separatist leaderships, 
unrecognised by the international community, at the expenses of territorial integrity of 
sovereign states. 
The deployment of Russian peacekeepers, originally intended as a stabilisation effort in 
the former-Soviet regions, is now perceived and lived by local authorities as an unwanted 
external influence that shields separatists and criminal groups. 
While Europe and the United States are quietly pushing for the political settlement of 
these disputes, Moscow is using her virtual monopoly of energy supplies, coupled with 
diplomatic means for stalling or derailing any arrangement.  
Even more worrying, Moscow officially decided to tie the final status of Kosovo with 
those of the unsettled conflicts in the former Soviet Union, thus potentially creating a 
chain-reaction among several quiescent conflicts around the Continent. 
Therefore, when analysed under a broader angle, the quarrel between Russia and Europe 
on the energy security is just the outcome of a much wider disagreement over political 
and strategic issues. 
This divide is gradually but steadily surfacing. “Russia’s wrong direction” was the 
unambiguous title of a recent report drafted by the influential Council on Foreign 
Relations, in the United States of America. 
Equally explicit is the response of Russian leaders when they remind the Iraqi quagmire 
as an evidence of western failure to export its political model beyond the region where the 
basic elements of western democracy are accepted and welcomed. 
 
Two lucky strikes in Chechnya 
 
In less than a month, Russian forces and their local allies in North Caucasus enjoyed two 
extremely important successes in the struggle against rebels. 
In June, the unofficial President of Chechen Republic of Ichkeria, Abdul-Khalim 
Sadulaev was killed in the city of Argun, his hometown. 
Sadulaev and two close associates were hiding in the basement of an abandoned building 
when discovered by a routine control of local police. 
In the shootout that followed, Sadulaev was instantly killed by the explosion of an hand-
grenade, tossed by policemen. The other two rebels successfully escaped, hijacking a 
private van and driving with an hostage in the nearby city of Shali. 
The official reconstruction of  Sadulaev’s killing is obviously much more elaborated. 
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According to local authorities, the Chechen Interior Ministry's “Akhmad Kadyrov” 
special task regiment and the Argun police, acting on "operational information," 
established Sadulaev's location and killed him when he put up armed resistance. 
Chechen authorities, and Prime Minister Ramzan Kadyrov in particular, tried to fully 
exploit this success as an evidence of their effective rule and ability to fight against 
rebels. 
The loss of Abdul-Khalim Sadulaev will not pass without leaving a trace on the entire 
North Caucasian resistance movement.  
He was thought of as both a president and, in a broader sense, a nationalist leader, in 
contrast to Aslan Maskhadov, who was perceived as only being the president of 
Chechnya. 
Sadulaev managed in a very short time to form the Caucasian Front, uniting under him all 
the jamaats from the Caspian to the Black Sea. In other terms, the Islamic figure of 
Sadulaev was attractive for those who were fighting under the flag of Islam.  
However, guerrilla movement succeeded in smoothly transitioning to a new command 
structure. 
As envisioned in their “constitution”, the Vice President Dokku Umarov succeeded in the 
role of President. 
Dokku Umarov was born in 1964 in the village of Kharsenoy of the mountainous South-
Eastern Chechen Shatoy district.  
He comes from the Mulkkhoy teyp (clan) and is a devotee of Sufi Islam. During the first 
Russo-Chechen War (1994-1996), Umarov took an active part in resistance activities in 
Ruslan Gelayev’s division. In 1998 he supported Aslan Maskhadov in armed clashes with 
jihadist units. He is generally known for his sceptical or even negative stance towards so-
called “global jihad”. 
In his first public statement, he placed great emphasis on keeping continuity with 
Sadulayev’s balanced military and political strategy. 
Umarov is a proponent of the idea of Chechen national independence and speaks of the 
need for strengthening ties with “North Caucasian brothers” against the common enemy, 
Russia, which he calls “the only colonial empire on earth.” 
Just three weeks after the killing of Sadulaev, the most wanted Chechen rebel, Shamil 
Basayev, was killed in the detonation of the explosive carried in a truck in the village of 
Ekazhevo, located in Ingushetia’s Nazran district.  
The blast is believed to have been caused by careless handling of ammunition and 
explosive substances. 
However, as in the case of Sadulaev’s death, there are diverging reports on the real events 
that led to the killing of Basaev. 
Komsomolskaya Pravda reported that the blast that destroyed the truck had been 
detonated by a radio-controlled explosive device attached to it by a Russian special 
services undercover agent. According to Izvestia,  Basaev’s death was the result of a 
“highly complex” special operation in which an unnamed foreign intelligence agency that 
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had previously supplied weapons to the Chechen rebels “betrayed” the arms channel to 
Russia’s special services, who then attached a small amount of explosives along with a 
special “beacon” to a shipment of weapons destined for Basaev and his comrades. 
With Basaev dead, Umarov must decide how best to manage the fight in the North 
Caucasus. 
However, he could face rival claims to succeed Basaev. There are still many active 
veterans of the first Chechen war and there is also a new generation of commanders 
emerging, known only by their nom de guerre, including “Khalid” and “Nuradin.”  
Several analysts agree that there could now be a bloody power struggle between the 
younger, more radical rebel commanders who were held in check by Basaev’s authority. 
There are also potential leaders among the young rebel commanders in Dagestan, 
Kabardino-Balkaria, Karachaevo-Cherkessia, and Ingushetia. The Kremlin recognizes the 
potential of these commanders, which explains why it is no hurry to cancel anti-terrorist 
drills and military manoeuvres in the North Caucasus even after Basaev’s death. 
 
Ukraine in a political standstill  
 
In Ukraine, the Parliamentary elections held in March did not deliver a clear political 
result. 
The re-creation of the “Orange Coalition”, including the Liberal faction led by Yulyia 
Timoshenko, the “Our Ukraine” Party of President Yushchenko and the Socialist Party 
was deemed as the most likely outcome of the political uncertainty. 
However, three month of negotiations among the leaders of these parties did not succeed 
in solving the political stall. 
According to the majority of the analysts, there are two main obstacles on the formation 
of a stable and pro-West political coalition. 
First, the rivalry among “orange” leaders is acute. Yulyia Timoshenko is often perceived 
in the West as the most representative figure of western-leaning Ukraine. 
But her popularity is extremely low in many regions of the country and this makes 
Timoshenko a rather unpalatable candidate for the position of Prime Minister. 
Also, she is overtly ambitious and would easily clash with President Yushchenko for the 
power share in the future government. Following the constitutional changes of last year, 
the Parliament and the Prime Minister have now gained more control over the political 
life of the country. Nevertheless, there are some major state positions that the constitution 
characterizes as a presidential quota.  
The president has the right to appoint the Foreign Minister, the Defence Minister, the 
Prosecutor General, the head of the Security Service, the head of the National Bank and 
all regional Governors.
Moreover, presidential prerogatives include appointing half the members of the National 
Radio and Television Council, the National Bank Council and the Constitutional Court. 
The President also has veto powers on legislation, which can be overturned by no fewer 
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than 300 votes in the 450-seat Lower House. Thus, even after the 2004 shift from the 
presidential to parliamentary form of governance in Ukraine, President Yushchenko 
appears to have more political clout than most of his counterparts in Central Europe.
Therefore, the struggle between an ambitious Prime Minister and a still powerful 
President could hamper the decision-making process, recreating the political stall that led 
to the dismiss of Timoshenko in 2005. 
The second element that hinders Ukraine from an open stance in favour of the West is the 
genuine popularity enjoyed by Viktor Yanukovych and his “Party of the Regions”. 
Therefore, the creation of a new “Orange coalition” able to rule effectively the country is 
now unlikely. President Yushchenko will be forced to accept either Yanukovich  or 
Timoshenko as Prime Minister, in a sort of “cohabitation” into the power position of the 
country, or to dissolve the Parliament and seek for a different political outcome after new 
elections. 
In both cases, Ukraine will remain highly unstable for the coming months. This will 
further emphasise structural problems, like the lack of energy resources and the almost 
complete dependence on Russian supplies. 
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SIX MONTHS FROM THE MID-TERM ELECTIONS 
 

Lucio Martino 
 
Despite important questions of popularity which are forcing many Republican Members 
of Congress to distance themselves from the White House, the Bush administration does 
not seem to have resorted to being on the defensive. On the contrary, the original agenda 
continues to be followed with determination. A date for the return of the troops from Iraq 
is still outstanding, while the approach chosen for the resolution of the confrontations 
with North Korea and Libya seems to be an attempt to concentrate attention on the 
increasingly demanding developments in the Iranian crisis. 
 
In spite of the attention claimed by Pyongang with its fanciful missile ambitions, and in 
as much as it is still too soon to say what the results of the current consultations into the 
possibility of opening a direct communications channel between Washington and 
Teheran, if the U.S. decides to launch a new military engagement in the near future, it 
will be with Iran, not North Korea. The only real effect of the strange letter sent by 
President Ahmadinejad to President Bush1 was to demonstrate that American political 
circles still has not arrived at a consensus regarding the opportunity to re-open the official 
dialogues closed for the last twenty seven years. 
 
It is not a coincidence that despite the persistence of a wide gamut of differences of 
opinion ranging from the management of the Global War on Terror (GWOT) to the 
consolidation of the World Trade Organization  (WTO), President Bush and the Austrian 
Chancellor Schüssel recently confronted Teheran with evidence of a continuing inability 
to distinguish the European Union from the United States. During the same period, in a 
new report, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) claimed that Iran continues 
to defy the decisions of the United Nations. 
 
The problem is that the Washington-Teheran situation,  in contrast to the Pyonyang 
incident, involves more than just nuclear arms. As much at the strategic level as at the 
tactical, the military and civilians of the Pentagon continue to talk of an increasing Iranian 
involvement in both the Iraqi, and in the even more boring Israeli-Palestinian question. 
Recently even the FBI took an anti-Teheran stance, in attributing new Iranian 
responsibility for the 1996 attack on the Khobar Towers. At the same time the situation in 
Iraq seems more indefinable than ever. Both a victory and a loss could be declared, 
because both seem equally probable. In the end, although close to international 
developments, the Pentagon of Rumsfeld continues to show itself incapable of evolving 

                                                 
1 M. Farley e P. Richter, “White House Calls Iranian Letter a Ploy”, The Los Angles Times, 8 May 
2006;  Secretary Condoleezza Rice, “Interview with the Associated Press Editorial Board”, New 
York City, 8 May 2006. http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2006/65975.htm. 
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in the direction of a force based on low technological levels and a high level of handwork, 
such as that optimised for low intensity conflicts as seen in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
 
From Goss to Hayden 
The unexpected dismissal of Porter J. Goss seems to lend itself to a series of symmetric 
interpretations. To some it appears to be a concession of the White House Intelligence 
Advisory Board to a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) which has never hidden how it 
suffered under the Goss’ direction.2 To others it seems another defeat for an agency in 
profound crisis. In this case, the departure of Goss would be the fruit of pressure 
exercised by John D. Negroponte, the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), in his 
desire to have a maximum of control over the CIA.3

 
On the other hand, however, the choice of General Michael V. Hayden as new CIA 
Director (DCIA) has generated new questions. Even principal members of the Republican 
Party, including those who are on the Intelligence Committee in the Senate and House, 
have felt a need to criticise the choice.4 The Republican criticisms were not concerned 
with the competence of Hayden as DCIA, (unlikely, in view of almost six years spent at 
the head of the National Security Agency),5 but were concentrated on other questions.6

The first can be traced back to the controversial bugging programme recently conducted 
by the NSA “also” on national soil.7 Territory where, at least according to what has come 

                                                 
2 “CIA Chief Goss out in continuing White House Shake-Up”, The Washington Times, 5 May 
2006. George Friedman, “The Intelligence Problem”, Stratfor, 9 May 2006. For a brief analysis of 
Goss as DCIA see: D. Ignatius, “How the CIA Came Unglued”, The Washington Post, 12 May 
2006. 
3 G. Miller, “CIA Chief Goss Resigns”, The Los Angeles Times, 6 May 2006; “Director of C.I.A. is 
Stepping down under Pressure”, The New York Times, 6 May 2006; e in particular D. Priest, “The 
Fix-It Man Leaves, but the Agency's Cracks Remain”, The Washington Post, 6 May 2006, accord 
to which the resignation of Goss was related to his inefficiencies as a manager. 
4 “Geopolitical Diary: Bush, the CIA and the GOP”, Stratfor, 8 May 2006; D. Linzer, “In GOP, 
Doubts on Likely CIA Pick” The Washington Post, 8 May 2006; S. Dinan e C. Bellantoni,  “Bush 
Nominates Hayden as next Director of CIA”, The Washington Times, 9 May 2006; P. Dine, 
“Scepticism Grows over Hayden”, St. Louis Today, 26 May 2006. 
5 “Fact Sheet: General Michael V. Hayden: The Right Leader for the CIA” The White House, 8 
May 2005, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/05/20060508-2.html, visited 26 May 
2006. 
6 “Bush nominates Air Force general to lead CIA”, NBC News, 8 May 2006, 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/12685614/, visited 26 May 2006. 
7 Congressional Research Service, “Statutory Procedures under which Congress is to be informed 
of U.S. Intelligence Activities, including covert actions”, Memorandum, 18 January 2006, 
available: http://www.cfr.org/content/publications/attachments/Statutory%20Procedures.pdf; 
George Friedman, “Civil Liberties and National Security”, Stratfor, 16 May 2006. Also: B. G. 
Thompson, “Congress, Intelligence and Homeland Security”, www.washingtonpost.com, 26 May 
2006, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/discussion/2006/05/22/DI2006052201239.html, visited 26 May 2006. 
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out of a recent Congressional study,8 the powers of the Executive are not clearly 
defined.9 It is feared that the hearings for the ratification of Hayden’s nomination will 
once more bring the potentially explosive matter to public attention. The Supreme Court 
could declare the powers unconstitutional,10 in the case that they agree with the legal case 
of 17 January, 2006 made against the NSA by the American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU).11

 
The second is based on the ever-growing control exercised by the military on the 
intelligence community.12 During recent years, the Pentagon has amplified the scope of 
its activities to a degree much wider than is strictly necessary for the tactical maintenance 
of its own field of operations.13 At the same time, the budget of the intelligence agency of 
the Pentagon is already as large as, if not larger than, the total of all the other agencies.14 
Seen under this aspect, the choice of a General in active service as DCIA has offered 
weight to those, including members of the Republican Party, who instead want an 
Intelligence which is independent of the military, and, perhaps, to avoid adding to the list 
of victories by the Secretary of Defence, Rumsfeld.  
 
In any case, during the last few years the CIA seems to have fought and lost a war on at 
least three fronts:15 with the White House, for their own ideological independence; with 
the Pentagon, for financial independence; and with Congress, for their institutional 
independence. 
 

                                                 
8 Congressional Research Service, “Presidential Authority to Conduct Warrantless Electronic 
Survelliance”, Memorandum, January 5, 2006, available: 

http://www.cfr.org/content/publications/attachments/CRS%20m010506.pdf. 
9 M. Hosenball e E. Thomas, “Hold the Phone”, Newsweek, 22 May 2006. 
10 For an example of the current debate regarding the legality of the bugging, see J. D. Farley, 
“The N.S.A. Math’s Problem”, The New York Times, 16 May 2006, e dall’altro da H. Mac Donald, 
“Information Please”, The Weekly Standard, 22 May 2006. 
11 The legal details of the case ACLU vs. NSA are available under: 
http://www.aclu.org/images/nsaspying/asset_upload_file137_23491.pdf. 
12 For a description of the structure and field of interest of the  Intelligence Community, si veda: 
http://www.intelligence.gov, visited  26 May 2006. 
13 For example the new Defense Joint Intelligence Operations center (DJIOC), for which the 
Pentagon would like to allow access to the entire database of the CIA. G. J. Gilmore, “DoD to Set 
Up Joint Intelligence Operations Centers Worldwide”, American Forces Information Service, 12 
aprile 2006, http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Apr2006/20060412_4803.html, visited  25 May 
2006. 
14 D. McManus e P. Spiegel, “Spy Czar, Rumsfeld in a Turf War”, The Los Angeles Times, 6 May 
2006. 
15 A war often fought because of leaks. For example see L. Caudley, “NSA has massive database of 
Americans' phone calls”,  USA Today,  10 May 2006.
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In addition, the impression that is gained from the debates fed by the departure of Goss 
and the nomination of Hayden is that the crisis of recent times is also structural.16 The 
CIA has had difficult periods in the past, but now with the end of the Cold War the 
conditions which could justify the existence of an Intelligence system whose particular 
talent lay in the capacity to rationally  influence the decision making processes of the 
United States do not seem to exist.17 In consequence, the CIA became first the primary 
scapegoat for 9/11 and the war in Iraq, and then the tank from which a new coordinating 
agency could be drawn, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence.18 This new 
office, rather than solving old problems, seems only to produce new ones, such as that 
mentioned in yet another report commissioned by Congress, according to which “(m)ore 
than 4 years after September 11, the nation still lacks the government wide policies that 
Congress called for to provide a framework for guiding and integrating the myriad of 
ongoing efforts to improve sharing of terrorism-related information critical to protecting 
for the homeland.”19  
 
Iraq is not Vietnam 
During the last few weeks, the American media has devoted most of its attention to two 
main stories from Iraq. The first has contributed to the growth of internal difficulties in 
the Bush administration.20 The second has helped to alleviate them. 
 
The reports in Time during March have slowly acquired more and more relevance in the 
political discussions in the U.S., to the point where they have influenced the public 
perception of the U.S. military presence in the region. According to the accusations, in 
November 2005 Marines killed a group twenty-four non-combatant Iraqi civilians. The 
massacre took place in the city of Haditha, and is currently seen as the gravest crime 
committed by the Marine Corps in its 231-year history. At least two of the participating 
Marines now risk the death penalty,21 although it seems very unlikely that the U.S. will 

                                                 
16 “Intelligence: Goss Goes Out—But the CIA's Struggles Go On”, Newsweek, 15 May 2006, 
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/12666396/site/newsweek/, visited 25 May 2006. See also; P. Pillar, 
“Intelligence, Policy, and the War in Iraq”, Foreign Affairs, March/April 2006, 
http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20060301faessay85202/paul-r-pillar/intelligence-policy-and-the-
war-in-iraq.html, visited 25 May 2006. 
17 See “Appendix: Intelligence Organization and the Intelligence Process”, in W. E. Odom, Fixing 
Intelligence, New Haven, Ct: Yale University Press, 2003, pp. 195-206. 
18 T. Powers, “Spy vs. Spy”, The New York Times, 10 May 2006. 
19 United States Government Accountability Office, “Information Sharing”, GAO Report to 
Congressional Requesters, March 2006, pag. 4; available under: 
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d06385.pdf. 
20 G. Langer, “Bush slumps to a New Low – It’s All About Iraq”, ABC News, 16 May 2006 
21 S. B. Donnelly, “After Haditha: What Makes Top Marines Worry”, Time, 1 June 2006. 
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decide to deliver the Marines responsible for the massacre to the Iraqi justice system for 
trial.22

 
As in the case of the scandal caused by the revelations regarding Abu Ghraib, the 
Pentagon and the White House have exercised a maximum of damage control in their 
reactions. On one hand they have shared a disapproval of the proceedings as expressed by 
the public, and on the other they have been busy ensuring that there is no suspicion of a 
cover-up in the reactions.23  
 
It should be noted that, at least in  the case of the latest and more shocking developments 
in the case, the incidents at Haditha (and Hamandiya) do not seem to have been able to 
bring about a reduction in public sympathy for the U.S. troops in action, who continue to 
enjoy widespread popular support. This is in contrast to what happened after a similar 
incident in Vietnam,24 when criticism of the political leadership was amplified by the 
criminalization of the entire military apparatus. In consequence of which, at least in the 
present circumstances, any parallels between the two conflicts are without justification. 
 
In another case, the death of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi has placed the Bush administration 
under a very favourable light. This despite the fact that it is generally believed that he was 
responsible for ‘only’ a tenth of the violence within Iraqi borders,25  and that his 
disappearance will not mean the breakdown of the al-Quaeda network within Iraq.26 

                                                 
22 D. Schorr, “Haditha: A new cloud in the fog of war”, The Christian Science Monitor, 2 June 
2006, http://www.csmonitor.com/2006/0602/p09s02-cods.html, visited 25 June 2006. 
23 See the declarations of President Bush during the visit of the Rwandian President Kagame: «I 
am troubled by the initial news stories. I am mindful that there is a thorough investigation going 
on. If, in fact, the laws were broken, there will be punishment», The White House, President Bush 
Welcomes President Kagame of Rwanda to the White House, 31 May 2006, 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/05/20060517-4.html, visited 25 June 2006. 
Regarding the Marine Corps: United States Marine Corps, “Commandant to Reinforce Standards 
and Core Values in Visits to Marine Bases”, Press Release, 25 May 2006, 
http://www.usmc.mil/marinelink/mcn2000.nsf/templatereleaseview1/10909899AF14A418852571
79005D8477?opendocument, visited  25 June 2006. 
24 It should be remembered thatat least as far as the domestic politics was concerned, the turning 
point in the long history of the conflict in Vietnam came with the massacre in Mai Lai on the 11 
March, 1968. 
25For example: J. Jacoby, “Signs of success in Iraq”, The Boston Globe, 14 June 2006. 
26 It seems probable that the death of al-Zarkawi is attributable to progress in involving the Sunnite 
community in the Iraqi  political process. If this is true, the following period should register a 
reduction in the number of IED attacks by Bthista and Sunnite guerillas, but not in the number of 
suicide attacks typical of Jihad fighters. See:Stratfor, “Geopolitical Diary: al-Zarkawi at the 
Tipping Point”, 9 June 2006. 
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However, his death has allowed attention in the media to be focused on claims of a 
gradual evolution for the better in Iraq.27

 
Several Republican and Democrats have together proposed that a programme of “phased 
deployment” be elaborated, with the intention of confirming a precise calendar for the 
return of the U.S. troops from Iraq.28 The White House promptly labelled the project an 
“unmitigated disaster, not merely for the people of Iraq but for the larger war on terror.”29 
Following this, Senator Kerry (D-Mass.) and Senator Feingold (D-Wisc.) succeeded in 
bringing an amendment to vote in the Senate which set July 2007 as the last date for 
withdrawal for the American forces.30 The fact that the amendment was defeated by a 
vast majority, 86 to 13,31 does not mean that the Senate was proportionally in favour of 
the opinions of the White House.   
  
Both the Democrats and the Republicans are at the moment divided across party lines on 
the question of the continuation of the investment in the nation-building process taking 
place in Iraq, and are united across the same lines in their conviction that at the moment it 
would be politically advantageous to temporarily distance themselves from the White 
House.32 It was other factors which influenced the vote in the Senate. 
 
The first is the desire to continue in the assurance of complete support for the U.S. 
military apparatus. The Ghost of Vietnam continues to remain distant.  
 
The second is a formal factor, seen in the complex division of powers under the 
Constitution, which exclude the Senate from any explicit involvement in the formulation 
of foreign affairs conducted by the U.S. In forcing the withdrawal of the troops, the 
Senate would have made de facto a decision causing an important change in external 
politics, exposing themselves to the possible condemnation of the Supreme Court. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
27 Amir Taheri has identified at least threee interesting factors in a positive evolution: the collapse 
of the number seeking refuge in Iran and in Turkey, the unpublished power of the dinar 
domestically and externally, and the increase in the number of pilgrims to Mecca.  A. Taheri, “The 
Real Iraq”, Commentary, June 2006, available under: 
http://www.commentarymagazine.com/Production/files/Taheri_0606.htm, visited  25 June 2006. 
28 “Senators spar over U.S. Commitment in Iraq”, CNN.com, 19 June 2006. 
29 CNN ‘Late Edition’, CNN.com, 18 June 2006. 
30 V. Allen, “Senate Democrats press to reduce troops in Iraq”, The Washington Post, 20 June 
2006. 
31 C. Babington, “Senate Rejects Democrats’ Calls for Iraq Timetable”, The Washington Post, 23 
June 2006. 
32 V. Allen, “With eye on election, Senate debates Iraq war”, The Washington Post, 21 June 2006. 
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THE FRACTURES IN THE ASIAN CHESSBOARD 
 

Nunziante Mastrolia 
 
"Superpower means gaining superior technology. 
That is why Pandit Nehru wanted  
to kindle the scientific temperament in the country”1  
 
Pranab Mukherjee,  
Minister of Defence of the Republic of India 
 
 
On Sunday 9 India tests its most sophisticated intermediate range ballistic missile 
(IRBM). China's state media prominently reported India's test-firing of the Agni-III but 
there was no official comment on it. 
Such an event helps to arrange into a more accurate prospective the events which have 
taken place in recent months. This testing indeed brings to light the existence of two 
different plans on which the relationship between India and China is developing. If, on 
one hand, the two nations are in fact willing to establish a strategic co-operation, and 
ready to overcome the reasons which have, in the past, caused frictions between them, 
therefore on the other hand, it seems that India is getting itself ready for a confrontation 
with China. 
The Indian missile testing, allows furthermore, to foresee the structure of a system of 
alliance, by American matrix, which solidly unites New Delhi to Washington and also to 
Tokyo. Such a system of alliances, could be stretched to create a sort of “cordon 
sanitaire” around China, which would be able to contain its possible expansion and also 
able to limit the seismic waves which could propagate into the international system 
following the possible collapse of the Chinese economy. From this, it is possible to argue 
that, beyond New Delhi’s official declarations2, China is still perceived as a threat for 
India and for this reason, it may be willing to abandon its own multilateral vocation in 
foreign policy in favour of a firm alliance with Washington. 
 
The vote in Congress and the missile test 
 
The launch of the nuclear-capable missile, designed to hit targets at a distance of 3,500 
km, was test-fired from a fixed platform at the launch complex of the Integrated Test 

                                                 
1 Pranab Mukherjee, Minister of Defence of the Republic of India, quoted in The Hindu, “Agni-III 
was partially successful: Pranab”, 11 July 2006. 
2 On June 13 Shortly after his visit to Japan and China in May 2006, where he signed a 
"Memorandum of Understanding" on Defence Cooperation with his Chinese counterpart, Gen Cao 
Gangchuan, Mr Mukherjee proclaimed in New Delhi on June 13: "We do consider that India is no 
threat to China and they are no threat to us... There is enough (strategic) space for both of us".  
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Range (ITR) at the Wheeler’s Island. Agni-III has the capability of reaching targets 
virtually everywhere in the neighbourhood till central China and deep into the Indian 
Ocean as well as south-east Asia.3

The Agni-III was originally meant to be tested in 2003-04. However, the test was 
postponed owing to technological snags. After their rectification the missile’s test flights 
were put off twice largely for political reasons. The United States, in fact, - under the 
Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) that seeks to prevent the proliferation of 
missiles capable of delivering a 500-kilogram payload over distances of 300km and more 
- has always been very suspicious about India’s Agni program and in 1994 persuaded it to 
suspend testing of the missile after three test flights.  
Moreover, India has been subjected to sanctions since it exploded a nuclear device at 
Pokhran in 1974 and turned into a full-fledged nuclear-weapons state through a series of 
underground tests in May 1998. Nor has India (or Pakistan) signed the nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT). 
The restrictions have been eased over the past few years, partly because of Washington’s 
strategic shift toward India, the influence of business interests (India’s nuclear market is 
considered to be worth more than US$100 billion), and India’s record as a “responsible 
nation” with a strong democratic traditions.  
Earlier this year, India decided to postpone the missile test out of fear that a test could 
hamper US Congressional ratification of the India-US nuclear cooperation deal. Publicly, 
the Indian Defence Minister cited "self-imposed restraint" to justify the postponement. 
However that “self-imposed restraint” was due to not only the possible consequences into 
the Congress but also for the recurring fear, fallowing the 1962 war events, of irritating or 
provoking China. For example on September 4, 2005, the Indian Defence Minister, Mr 
Pranab Mukherjee, categorically asserted in Mumbai that India should never forget that it 
had been “invaded” by China in 1962. 
The test flight of Agni-III missile was facilitated by the removal of U.S. objections, 
publicly aired by a senior American official during his visit in June. "I do not see it as 
destabilising," General Peter Pace, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the U.S. 
military, said when asked whether India's plans to test the Agni-III would upset the 
military balance in the region. 
Moreover, it is likely that the change made in strategic calculation by the Indian 
leadership, along with General Pace’s words, is due also to the voting results on the 
United States-India Nuclear Agreement in the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
and in the House International Relations Committee. 

                                                 
3 The Agni-I, with a range of 700-800 km, and Agni-II, with a 2,000 km range, have already been 
inducted in the Indian  as part of country's minimum deterrent programme. The deal still 
needs to be approved by the full House. And once the full Senate votes on and approves the Senate 
panel’s version of the bill, the two chambers will meet to reconcile the document. A final vote is 
expected by August.  

Army
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On 29th of July the Senate Foreign Relations Committee (SFRC) voted to grant India a 
one-time waiver from a US law that prohibits trade in nuclear know-how with nations 
that are not party to international nuclear protocols. The panel’s 10 Republicans all voted 
for the agreement, while two Democrats voted against it.  
The vote came just two days after the House International Relations Committee voted 37-
5 in favour of the plan, which the Bush administration has been aggressively pushing.4  
Significantly “The Times of India” commented the vote “The solidity of the House vote 
is being seen as an assurance that the Bush administration had lined up enough bipartisan 
support to get the deal past the barricades erected by non-proliferation hardliners, many 
of them suspected to be working at the instance of Islamabad or Beijing.”5  
It is highly probable that following the Congress vote, New Delhi has overcome its fears 
regarding China and has given its go ahead to the Agni-III testing. 
Consequently it is possible to argue that the rationale for the tests is that India thinks that 
without a deterrent that Beijing construes as credible, Indian aspirations of becoming a 
regional power will continue to be thwarted by Chinese position which keeps New Delhi 
unsettled in its relationship with not just China but its other neighbours too.  
A poor cooperation 
It seems quite clear that while New Delhi is getting ready to equip itself with those tools 
which put it into a condition to compete with China – energy supplies and missile 
technologies – it continues to pursue an extremely on the surface co-operation with 
Beijing, and the results, which seem remarkable, could be rather scarce. Some examples 
could be an useful explanation. On 29th May 2006, the first-ever Memorandum of 
Understanding on Defence co-operation was signed between China and India. The MoU 
calls for establishing a mechanism to ensure frequent exchanges between leaders of both 
Defence Ministries and the armed forces, in addition to developing an annual calendar for 
holding regular military exercises and training programmes. After the signing of the 
agreement commentators said that the MoU demonstrates that India no longer perceives a 
military threat from China. In that occasion the Indian Defence Minister Pranab 
Mukherjee said he did not see neighbouring China as an immediate threat, distancing 
himself from his Japanese counterpart, who expressed groundless concern about the 
China's rapid growth. 
However. the Memorandum seems to be of little importance if compared to the 
agreement reached with the United States on defence issues. In this agreement entitled 
New Framework for the US-India Defence Relationship, the United States grants India a 
series of true “ally” treatments: joint weaponry production, cooperation on missile 
defence to be strengthened and a promise to lift soon US ban on export of sensitive 
military technologies to India. The United States pledged to conduct strategic talks with 

                                                 
4 The deal still needs to be approved by the full House. And once the full Senate votes on and 
approves the Senate panel’s version of the bill, the two chambers will meet to reconcile the 
document. A final vote is expected by August.  
5 The Times of India “Indo-US nuclear deal clears hurdle in House”, 29 July 2006.
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India, help India develop missile defence and other security facilities and cooperate with 
India in multiple fields such as science and technology, economy and energy.  
China in the meantime continues to extend military and nuclear cooperation to Pakistan. 
For New Delhi the most dangerous manifestation of this Chinese role has been its 
continuing nuclear and missile cooperation with Pakistan. Having provided Pakistan with 
nuclear weapons designs, enrichment technology, un-safeguarded plutonium facilities for 
developing thermonuclear weapons capabilities and nuclear capable ballistic missiles that 
can strike at virtually every Indian city, China has recently transferred cruise missile 
technology, enabling Pakistan to test cruise missiles that can hit India.  
The nuclear-capable 500-km range "Babur" cruise missile, tested by Pakistan on August 
12, 2005 was a product of the China Aerospace and Industry Corporation. This missile 
transfer violated China's commitments under the Missile Technology Control Regime 
(MTCR). China is also in the process of transferring four F-22 naval frigates and 150 JF-
17 fighters to Pakistan.  
The annual report 2004-2005 of the Ministry of Defence presented this year to Parliament 
states: "China's military modernisation, with sustained double digit growth in its defence 
budget for over a decade, as also the development of infrastructure in the India-China 
border areas continues to be monitored. Close Defence exchanges and nuclear and missile 
cooperation between China and Pakistan continue to elicit our concern"6.  
In this contest comes the Agni-III test to able to strike Beijing, that represents “India’s 
quest to strengthen its affordable nuclear deterrence posture against China”7..  
In addition, on 13 January 2006 China and India signed co-operation pacts in the 
hydrocarbon sector to ensure secure energy supplies. Such cooperation would be subject 
to information sharing between governments and companies that could facilitate later 
commercial decisions. The agreement also allows trading in oil and joint bidding in third 
countries that will help both nations reduce the burden on the exchequers. But in the 
meantime China’s quest for energy has prompted it to strike deals with countries from 
Africa—it has agreements with Sudan, Nigeria, Angola, and other nations—to Myanmar, 
Tibet, and Russia.. Despite the India-China agreement on energy there is no news of 
negotiations between the two countries relating to a real co-operation in the energy sector.  
Hence, because India and China are pursuing their foreign policy goals more assertively 
as each country tries to position itself as the major political and economic force in Asia, 
triggering realignment of the balance of power in Asia, it is important not to read too 
much into China’s willingness to co-operate with India on energy supplies or on defence 
issues because geographical proximity and the shared aspirations for regional dominance 
will ensure that an underlying adversarial relationship will always simmer between the 
two nations no matter what the current external facade may be. Probably Campaigns for 
Confidence Building Measures  by themselves can even be “smoke screens” to cover the 
pursuit of long range strategic aims. 

                                                 
6 Quoted in G. Parthasarathy, “Engage with open eyes India’s approach to China is ambivalent”, 
the Tribune of India, 20 June 2006. 
7 Times of India, “Agni-III fails to clear maiden test “, 10 July 2006 
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Conclusions 
“It is unwise to substitute China for the Soviet Union in our thinking and it is unwise to 
apply to it the policy of military containment of the Cold War”8, but it is probable that a 
mechanism of competition between two opposing blocks is already in perfect function.  
Scepticism continues to be strong as regards a strong alliance between the two countries. 
Certainly between two nations, even if united in a strategic partnership, there are sectors 
in which co-operation is strong. However, the two spheres must be accurately defined if 
there is to be a true strategic partnership. It is only normal that there is economical, 
commercial and even technological competition, as exists between Europe and the United 
States (paradoxically it is in this very sectors that India and China have signed co-
operation agreements), but there cannot be any competition in the political sphere. There 
can be no partnership if India and China compete to bring their neighbours under their 
sphere of influence, neither can there be a partnership if they become carriers of two 
political models which are diametrically opposites – the dictatorship of only one party 
and democracy – nor if they start an arm race just to safeguard themselves from each 
other.  
In other words the partnership between the two countries risk to become void of 
significance, and consequently the current reconciliation could be described as a tactic 
manoeuvre in order to overcome Chinese opposition in the Nuclear Suppliers Group and 
therefore allow India to reach its own target in gaining credit as a nuclear nation. 
It is with the United States that India is deeply forging a real, long-term, strategic 
partnership. Obviously India has to beware of presenting its new alliance with the 
Americans as a slap in the face towards China, but, objectively it is just that: from the 
provisioning of resources to the influence it makes on the global scene; from economic 
growth to military weight in the waters of the Indian Ocean, China will have to compete 
with an unexpected rival, to which, the strategic alliance that is quietly forming between 
India and Japan, should be added. India, indeed, is probably preparing itself for 
containing China, despite Kissinger assertions that India isn’t interested in being an 
instrument of an American containment strategy against China9, because India itself is 
interested in containing China, or better, it is in India's strategic interests to contain China 
just as China is trying to contain India.10 And India cannot do the containment alone: it 
needs to ally with Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia, Russia, Myanmar, Korea and of course the 
United States, to achieve the total encirclement of China.  
It is unthinkable that Beijing and New Delhi will stop dialoguing, but, it is certain that the 
signs of the two countries getting closer, seems somewhat bland, while the actual actions 
which could build up tensions appear to be extremely significant, as the testing of the 
Agni-III ballistic missile shows. 

                                                 
8 Henry A. Kissinger, “China: Containment Won't Work”, Washington Post, June 13, 2005 
9 “India would resent being used as a 'foil' against China”, Henry Kissinger, “Working with India: 
America and Asia Stand to Gain from This New Partnership” Washington Post, 20 march 2006. 
10 Mohan Malik, “China's Strategy of Containing India”, 06 February 2006, PIRN 
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In Asia, therefore, the relationships among the major powers are taking shape, according 
to aces of strengthened co-operation, which, in the future could start clashing among 
them. Beijing can count on Pakistan’s loyalty, and it is also being successful in the 
difficult attempt of defusing Taiwan independence and with victory in the next 
presidency elections in Taipei of the Kuomintang, the rebel island could find itself on the 
road to re-unification whit the mother-country. In today’s Kuomintang, indeed, the 
Beijing regime has found an ally in order to fulfil its agenda of faster economic 
integration with the island while firmly opposing Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) 
‘separatism’. For its part, the Kuomintang’s new pro-CCP strategy reflects the desire of 
the Taiwanese capitalist class to safeguard its huge stake in the mainland economy, and 
its acceptance of the fact that the Beijing regime is “good for business”. 
Besides, China, with its economic and commercial strength, could conquer the loyalty, or 
at least the neutrality, in the case of a crisis, of some countries of the region, even that of 
South Korea and Australia. No other country today appears to be more important in 
Australia’s diplomatic and political calculations than China, at least for commercial 
purposes. Australia’s readiness to supply natural resources to fuel China’s growth is of 
course much welcomed by the Chinese political leadership as well as the business 
community. Not only is Australia a stable and reliable source of supply, but Canberra has 
also expressed few concerns about China’s rising military strength, its expanding 
economic power and growing political influence throughout the world. It is not surprising 
that China is very keen to sign a free-trade agreement with Australia, for which 
negotiations are underway at the official level. If signed, a China-Australia FTA would 
become China’s first free-trade deal with a developed economy. 
On the other side India, Japan and the United States are forging their alliance forming the 
other ace. 
Notwithstanding the afore mentioned reflections it seems that the new Indian foreign 
policy, which would want to be the other side of non-alignment politics, risk turning out 
into something totally unrealistic if the tensions between the United States and China 
should rise.  
International tension towards Beijing may well soon rise either because of China’s ever 
growing assertion on the international scene, or because of an internal economic and 
political crisis, or if any other internal revolt took place in order to obtain a major social 
and political liberalization of the system, as in the case of Tienanmen Square.  
In such a case, India’s aspiration to maintain an independent foreign policy could reveal 
itself to be an unfruitful hope. On the basis of such considerations, we think it is possible 
to affirm, that India is deeply forging a strong strategic partnership with the United States 
despite its asserted multilateral foreign policy. In such a prospective, the attempt of 
reconciliation with China, together with the New Delhi’s declarations on India’s non-
availability to take on a role in China’s policy of containment seems to be tactic 
manoeuvres weaved in order to not exasperate any souls. 
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AFGHANISTAN: CHALLENGES AND CURRENT DANGERS 
 

Fausto Biloslavo 
 

NATO enlargement to the South and East 
 
The expansion of the ISAF mission, under the NATO command in Afghanistan, is 
continuing with the placing of fresh troops from England (3,300 men), Canada (2,300), 
and Holland (1,400). The third phase, which will see NATO assume command in the 
southwest of the country, in the “hot” provinces of Kandahar, Helmand and Uruzgan, 
should conclude in July.  
The supreme commander of the alliance, General James Jones, has announced that 
“phase four” of the expansion in the south-eastern part of Afghanistan could be 
completed “by the end of the month of August”. Although this may be overly optimistic, 
the fact is that the American troops will simply remain in the eastern part of the country 
and pass from the Enduring Freedom mission to the ISAF. They will become the biggest 
body of US troops to be under the command of a non-American and it will mean that the 
ISAF contingent reaches between 23 and 25 thousand men, spread throughout 
Afghanistan.  
As became clear from the very start of the enlargement, a problem over the double ISAF-
Enduring Freedom command structures may arise. For the moment, they will remain 
separate until the English take command of the NATO forces in Kabul in what will be an 
extremely delicate phase.   
 
The rise in the battles with the anti-government forces 
 
 Each spring the remaining Taleban and members of Al Qaida step up the guerrilla 
warfare and their terrorist attacks. This year however, they have launched a much bigger 
military offensive. The clandestine leaders of the forces hostile to the international 
coalition (Talebans, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Hezb i Islami and the rump of Al Qaida) 
have decided to intensify the offensive to coincide with the enlargement of the NATO 
mission in the South. They probably hope that the English, Canadian and Dutch troops 
will be “softer” and less inclined to fight than the Americans.  
There have been some 1,100 victims including around 50 soldiers from the international 
forces since the beginning of the year, and this is proportionally the highest number over 
six months since 2001.  The USA has carried out 340 air raids in Afghanistan in the past 
three months. This is more than double the 160 launched over the same period in Iraq. 
The Afghan defence minister, Rahim Wardak, maintains that the increase can be linked 
to the USA handing over to the NATO forces: “As public opinion in various European 
countries is sensitive to what is happening in Afghanistan and as this causes political 
problems, the Taleban have chosen this moment to intensify their activities and to 
influence foreign public opinion”.  
Taleban propaganda claims that they have 12,000 men in their ranks but NATO reckons 
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the number is about half this. The tactic of suicide terrorist attacks, which is not part of 
the Afghan  tradition or mentality, has been carried over from last year. Despite a 200% 
increase compared to 2004 and a rhythm of between 1 and 3 kamikaze attacks per week, 
the effects are for the most part propagandistic. The kamikaze attacks in Afghanistan, 
unlike those in Iraq, are, for the most part, militarily and operationally, failures. The 
recruits, ready for “martyrdom” are probably not adequately trained and many of them 
explode before they reach their target. New techniques for constructing and using far 
more deadly explosive traps (IED) have, however, recently been imported from Iraq. 
Zalmai Rassoul, National security advisor to Afghan president Hamid Karzai, claims 
that the majority of kamikaze terrorists, who blew themselves up in recent months, were 
from nearby Pakistan. There is no doubt that Hekmatyar, the Taleban, and the Al Qaida 
rump all count on the tribal areas of the Pakistan hinterland which are difficult for 
Islamabad to control. “The Taleban injured in Afghanistan are regularly treated in 
Pakistani hospitals. Training camps and “factories” for bombs and for the religious and 
psychological training of suicide attackers are located outside Afghan territory”, claims 
Rassoul. 
The deeper problem, however, is that the force of arms will never be enough in 
Afghanistan and especially in the southern areas dominated by the Pasthun, the ethnic 
base of the Taleban. The “hearts and minds” of the population must be won over.  
 
The weakening of President Hamid Karzai 
 
The position of Afghan President Hamid Karzai is weakening because  of the rapid 
increase in fighting in the south,  the civil disorder which he himself has caused in 
Kabul, and the growing friction with the commanding officers of the international troops. 
Karzai has asked the international community to re-examine their approach to anti-
guerrilla and anti-terrorist operations in the country. "It is not acceptable that over the 
past three or four weeks there have been between 500 and 600 victims. Even if they are 
Taleban, they are still children of this land”, he said in a June press conference. The 
estimate of victims is clearly exaggerated but the hardline approach, especially of the 
Americans, remains a problem.  
In order to underline his point, Karzai summoned General David Richards, ISAF mission 
commander and General Karl W. Eikenberry, commander of the US forces in 
Afghanistan, as well as the British, Canadian and Dutch ambassadors who represent the 
countries most deeply involved in the NATO expansion to the South.   
Karzai is protesting with the foreign commanders because he is aware his domestic 
position is weakening  and that public opinion is swinging away from him in the light of 
unkept promises connected with increased security and economic development. The 
situation reached a crisis point with the May 29 protests in the capital, the pretext for 
which was a road accident involving a vehicle belonging to the American contingent.  
It should be remembered, however, that there are no credible alternatives to Karzai, who 
should be able to overcome this stalled phase by tackling the problem of the age-old 
disagreements between the Pasthun, who hold a relative majority in the country and the 
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Tajik, the second largest ethnic grouping. This division is reflected in the current politic 
situation in the new groupings in parliament. An alliance between Karzai, who is a 
Pasthun, and his rival Yunes Qanooni, the Tajik president of the lower house of 
parliament, should not be ruled out in the light of a national political project to 
overcome  ethnic barriers.    
 
The opium threat  
 
Afghan opium production is a key factor in the difficult relationship between stability and 
instability in this country at the crossroads of Asia. More than a “narco-state”, 
Afghanistan has a “narco-economy”. Latest estimates show that Afghan poppy 
production is 87% of the world total, at some four thousand tons per year. This business 
is worth 2.8 billion dollars, 560 million of which go to the local farmers. The income 
from this drugs traffic represents 60% of gross domestic product.  
Poppy cultivations fell by 21% in 2005 but the particular climatic conditions allowed for 
a great harvest in the poppy growing zones, which expanded into the north of the 
country. This meant that the final production only fell a little, from 4,200 tons to 4,100. 
The number of refineries which turn opium into heroin in Afghanistan increased.  
The problem is that narcotics trafficking not only makes organised crime rich, and this is 
one of the Afghans’ main worries, but that the “narco-economy” permits the local 
warlords to maintain their militias and their power and thus remain an endemic factor of 
instability for the central government. The shipping of loads of opium to Pakistan is only 
possible if a toll is paid to the anti-governmental forces that have infested the Southern 
and Northern parts of Afghanistan. Sometimes the guerrilla fighters themselves transport 
the opium and exchange it in the tribal zones for arms and munitions. Finally, another 
destabilising factor should not be underestimated: the easy profits from narcotics 
trafficking make it easier to corrupt the same security forces whose task it is to bring it 
under control. 
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AFRICA: A TROUBLED CONTINENT BETWEEN PAST AND FUTURE 
 

Maria Egizia Gattamorta 
 
Recent months events highlighted the African reality as being very complex: on one hand 
the image of a continent that puts itself on the foreground and as such bets on preferential 
ties with China (even though this could jeopardize its own autonomy), on the other hand 
Africa becoming increasingly isolated within itself causing the surfacing of a 
fundamentalist religious soul, an aspect which does not belong to its history and tradition, 
at the same time not being able to resolve internal conflicts but still refuses the presence 
of UN peacekeepers on its soil. 
Consolidation of the Africa-China ties, seize of power in Southern Somalia (Mogadishu 
and adjacent areas) by Islamic militias, political stall in Sudan: those are the key drivers 
within the African continent throughout the last four months. 
 
China-Africa: business is business….. 
 
Following the visit in Africa of Li Zhaoxing China’s foreign Minister in January1 , the 
diplomatic mission of President Hu Jintao in April2 and Prime Minister Wen Jabao’s visit 
in June3 reinforced China’s ties with Key African Nations and thus “addressed” all future 
collaboration projects.  
Without any doubt, “pragmatism” inspires relations between partners but many experts 
wonder to which extent today’s practical choices could lead to the “sell off” of the 
African continent and thus to a new form of colonialism within a brief  period of time. 
Numbers can give an idea of the extent of ongoing ties: in the year 2005 commercial 
exchanges reached the amount of 40 billion dollars and could increase significantly 
within the near future thanks to the energetic factor4; from 2001-2005 the Chinese-
African commerce has increased by 268%. 
Does the current model for future cooperation conceal behind those elements or is it a 
return to the past? Externally the second answer might be more tangible of all options: the 
perverse francafrique system is long dead and decomposed and according to many 
experts is about to be replaced by the far more dangerous sinoafrique system, only 

                                                 
1 Li Zhaoxing visited Senegal, Mali, Nigeria an Liberia (January 15th- 22th); this visit was meant to 
diversify cooperation with African Nations and to promote the Strategy Paper launched prior to his 
departure; 
2 Hu Jintao visited Morocco, Nigeria and Kenya (April 24th -29th); 
3 Wen Jabao visited Egypt, Ghana, Congo – Brazzaville, Angola, South Africa, Tanzania and 
Uganda (June 18th -24th); 
4 China –operating through the China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC), SINOPEC, 
and the China National Petroleum Corp (CNPC) –imports from the continent 28% of oil reserve, 
for this reason it has particularly strong ties with Sudan (where the China National Petroleum 
Corporation holds control of 40% del Sudanese oil), Angola, Nigeria, Gabon and Congo; 
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apparently constructive but equally sterile not a foreboder of realistic African 
development.  
What are the reasons behind such an odd binomial? What is the element that pushes the 
Africans to undergo numerous agreements with the Chinese in many sectors? Can 
business justify this south-south cooperation? Yes apparently….only apparently. 
“Business is business; We try to separate politics from business”…” as declared by Zhou 
Wenzhong, current Chinese Ambassador in the US and former Vice Foreign Minister…Is 
this really true? Are the Asians attempts sincere? It does not look like this, if we were to 
look on the extent China counts on African votes in international forums to exclude 
Taiwan, or if we were to examine the unfavorable resolutions towards Sudan blocked at 
the Security Council headquarters thanks to China’s veto or abstention. With 
disenchanted eyes it is much easier to detect how much political weight business has on 
these ties, and thus conditions determined choices related to freedom, respect of human 
rights and social justice. 
Economy and Politics intertwine to satisfy the thirst for international affirmation by the 
Chinese dragon and at the same time the need to break the political conditions imposed 
by the West upon African Nations. 
 
Zimbabwe and Sudan are the most obvious examples of the attempt to shatter their 
international isolation thanks to the support of China, logically in exchange of abundant 
cessions of precious minerals and energetic resources. 
Each African partner has a role within the Asian strategy:  one offers oil, another sells 
platinum, yet another give away diamonds and gold, others propose alimentary goods or 
textiles. Throughout the latest Chinese missions to the continent several commercial 
agreements were stipulated with Morocco, while agreements regarding the oil sector were 
signed with Nigeria and Angola. Agreements regarding the telecommunications and 
infrastructures sector were signed with Congo Brazzaville. Kenya undersigned 
agreements regarding the power/electricity sector, agreements regarding the textile sector 
in South Africa and in Egypt agreements related to the scientific and technological 
sectors. 
The most sensitive of all recent visits was certainly the one paid to President Mbeki; in 
fact South Africa is considered the key partner for cooperation in the region. A great deal 
of it, depends on the political weight, on the imprinting both Mandela and Mbeki gave to 
the country following the fall of the apartheid. The basis for a durative political stability 
was actually fixated in Southern Africa. The most important of the thirteen bilateral 
cooperation agreements undersigned by China and South African during the visit of Wen 
Jabao regards the textile sector. The agreement foresees a decrease of Chinese exportation 
to halt African laborers from loosing their jobs (within the last couple of years 25,000 
local workers were discharged and were replaced by Chinese laborers.) 
This process is constantly repeated and is continuously nurtured even by the presence of 
low profile diplomatic efforts. Between an official presidential or ministerial visit, ties are 
reinforced thanks to the enterprise of the African representatives in China. This was 
demonstrated by the huge success of the First Investment Forum of Chinese investments 
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in the black continent held in Beijing on May 22nd. This occasion was useful to present 
numerous projects to Chinese investors (including a real estate project with a value of 3. 2 
billion dollars in Cameroon, an agro industrial project in Tanzania valued by 7. 5 million 
dollars). Another significant event (but with a narrower range) was the recent 4th 
Chinese- Nigerian Commerce and Investment Forum held in Beijing on July 12th 2006. 
On this occasion the government of Abuja encouraged the differentiation of investments 
in his country by not limiting it to the oil sector. Yet another Forum will be held towards 
the end of 2006 between Shanghai and 15 West African Nations, as proposed during the 
recent visit of the Senegalese President Abdulaye Wade to Shanghai (June 21st-26th ). 
In spite the euphoria, disadvantages are nevertheless becoming increasingly evident.  It is 
true that Beijing offers and buys…but it also brings its workers and invades local markets 
with its products. The “total package” concept is functional as long as it sustains 
cooperation projects and gives donations and also when it buys oil (increasingly 
necessary for the launch of Oriental industries). Disadvantages occur when local workers 
are forced into unemployment or even when local low cost products made in Africa are 
no longer sold. 
The year 2006 was considered by Chinese Diplomacy as the “African year”; this foresees 
the launch of a partnership process based on various pilasters, like the reinforcement of 
political equality and reciprocal trust; the promotion of a profitable economic cooperation 
for both parties; the consolidation of cultural exchanges; maintenance of a tight 
cooperation in international politics. To which extent can we trust these proposals? At 
least for another couple of months. The win-win situation will be verified during the 3rd 
Chinese-African Forum under preparation in Beijing for the upcoming fall season5. If the 
Africans are not be blinded by Asian donations, they will soon realize how important it is 
for them to leave a door open for the American proposal of AGOA (African Growth 
Opportunity Act), to the Japanese reality of TICAD (Tokyo International Conference on 
African Development) and to the new European Strategy approved on December 2005. 
 In this era of globalization it is a serious error to favor only one interlocutor: this could 
mean penalizing the continent and creation a new absolute “lord”. 
 
Somalia: the never ending story 
 
The scarce hopes of peace in Somalia were shattered by recent month’s events. Since last 
winter it was very clear that the transitional government proposed by President Abdel 
Yusuf and guided by Ali Gedi was not able to seriously mediate between the various 
Somali clans neither was it able to guarantee its own security and safety. The choice of 
Baidoa as the institutional headquarter was wanted on one hand to safeguard the new 
born executive, but on the other hand it demonstrated its inability to impose itself from 
the very start on external forces. 

                                                 
5 The first two editions of the Chinese-African Forum were held in Beijing (October 10th -12th 
2000) and Addis Ababa (December 15th -16th 2003); 
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As if this was not enough, the attempt to remain away from the ongoing conflict in 
Mogadishu which started in February between various Islamic Courts and Warlords for 
the Peace Alliance and Counterterrorism6 certainly was not useful to the image of the 
Central power.  
The central government found itself on a crossroad following the siege of the capital of 
Jowhar on June 5th and Baladwyne  on June 14th by the Court Unions and the surrender of 
almost all the Warlords7: the options were an open dialogue with the movement leaders 
(particularly with the supreme leader of the Somali Supreme Islamic Courts Council, 
sixty two years old Sheikh Hassan Dahir Aweys8, presumed terrorist for the American 
Intelligence services), or isolation, with the hope of international intervention and support 
by neighboring Ethiopia, with the risk of a new conflict in the Horn of Africa..  
Even by not excluding any of the options above, Yusuf tottered dialogue and continued to 
invoke regional help (IGAD9 peacekeepers intervention, direct support by Ethiopia). 
Once again such an approach did not facilitate solutions in this tangled Somali context. 
Following the first round of encounters held in Sudan on June 22nd, the second 
appointment on July 15th was boycotted by the interim government which accused the 
counterpart by breaking a previously agreed ceasefire; this was successively retaken into 
consideration on July 18th. 
Reciprocal accusations remain to be numerous between the counterparts: according to the 
new “lords” of Mogadishu, the faults of the government in charge regard the strong 
personal ties Yusuf has with Ethiopia (genetically considered as an inconvenient 
neighbor) and the support requested by the transitional President for the presence of 
IGAD troops ( the regional organization  of reference that strongly promotes a Somali 
reconciliation)10; according to Gedi and Yusuf’s entourage the Courts could be hiding ties 
with Al - Qaeda and would want to impose Sharia law in the country without any respect 
to the moderate Somali Islamic tradition. 
It is quite evident that behind the intricate Somali context lie all the weaknesses and 
fragile balance in the Horn of Africa. The political tissue is already wearing in the midst 
of shoves and counter attacks and it is inevitable for an escalation to occur. 
Ethiopia always perceived by the Islamic extremists as a “genetic” enemy, is at the same 
time considered by the West as a rampart against Islamic terrorism. Internal problems and 
the deterioration of its relationship with Eritrea should not push the government of Addis 
                                                 
6According to trustful sources, such Alliance was formerly financed by the US; 
7 Lately both  Omar Finishand  Abdi Hassan Awale Qeybdiid surrendered (respectively on July 1st 
and the night between July 11th /12th); 
8 Sheikh Hassan Dahir Aweys substituted the more moderate Sharif  Shikh Ahmed (former 
President of the Executive Commission Counsel)  who was discharged after the fall of Mogadishu  
in guiding the Courts.;   
9 Intergovernmental Authority for Development - IGAD 
10In relation to the support of  IGAD troops, even if voted in Parliament with 125 favourable over 
197 on June 14th , in Somalia any external interference that has the presence of Ethiopian troops 
or the presence of non African international forces was firmly rejected; 
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Ababa to press on Somalia; unless Meles Zenawi does not perceive a new external 
conflict as a remedy to dissuade attention form the strong contrasts that surfaced in his 
country following the May 5th elections. 
 
Eritrea’s political approach is by nature anti Ethiopian and for this reason President 
Afewerki might have supplied the Islamic Courts with weapons (and thus violating the 
UN embargo) and could have facilitated connections with Al Qaeda’s Islamic terrorists. 
In this case it could be useful for Asmara to attack its direct enemy (Addis Ababa) on a 
foreign land on the Somali side. Even in this case the difficulties facing the actual regime 
should keep it away from being pushed into war in a neighboring country. 
With a wider view of the African Oriental Region , Sudan does support Sheikh Hassan 
Dahir Aweys and the Islamic groups but it has also offered for eventual mediations in 
order to avoid new crisis and conflicts in the region; Kenya that has economically, 
politically and logistically  sustained the entire peace process for many years, is now 
orienting itself towards a precise collaboration process aimed at for example the 
formation of police officers; according to the strategy adopted by President Museveni, 
Uganda committed itself in sending troops through IGAD, with the conviction that the 
Somali crisis can be prevented from further deterioration only through an intervention by 
the regional organization . 
Neighboring countries interfere indirectly but a civil war next door is inconvenient for all 
them. 
The only serious danger could come from Ethiopia: the dangerous trespassing of troops, 
denounced by the Islamic Courts between June 17th -18th , was followed by the 
movements across the border on July 21st for the safeguard of the transitional government 
shut in Baidoa and by fact a hostage of the Courts. The Islamic leaders, for years backed 
by popular support through their commitment in guaranteeing social structures for lower 
classes, declared to be ready for a “holy war”.  
A scenario like this, might automatically result in an unconditional support by the US for 
Ethiopia and would cause a real clash of civilization. It will also be interesting to see how 
will the IGAD, the African Union and the Contact Group created through American11 
impetus react to such events. 
The United States expressed its complete availability to work with all parties in order to 
attain a peaceful outcome of the Somali situation12: it will be up to the involved subjects 
to decide whether to prolong this never ending story or otherwise open the chapter of 
reconstruction that might lead to the inauguration of a new era for a post Siad Barre and 
post Warlords Somalia. 
 

                                                 
11 The Group enjoys the contribution of the United Kingdom, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Tanzania; 
The Arab League, African Union and Kenya joined the above as observers; the first Contact Group 
meeting was held on June 15th and the second on July 17th; 
12See Jendayi Frazer’s (assistant to the secretary of State)  June 15th declaration, and that of Sean 
Mc Cormack (Speaker of the State Department); 
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Sudan: a country closed within itself with the risk of imploding 
 
In recent months Sudan continued to be under the international spotlight due to the 
unresolved humanitarian drama in Darfour, for the opening of the oriental front and for its 
refusal for a plan that foresees the presence of UN troops along its Western region. 
Different reasons lie behind this Sudanese’ behavior as a protagonist in a negative way: 
the worsening of the humanitarian situation in the East; the signature of a partial 
agreement on May 5th13; signature of a “declaration of commitment” (June 8th) for the 
assumption of their duties agreed upon by some exponents of the Justice and Equality 
Movement, by other rebellious wing of Sudan Liberation Army and the Sudanese 
government; the call for a “holy war in west Sudan” made by Bin Laden in a transmitted 
by Al Jazeera n April 23rd 14; the formation of a new alliance against the Khartoum 
government in Eritrea15; the publication of the 3rd report by the International Penal Court 
regarding the enquiry on the ongoing violence since February 2003 in the three States of 
Darfour; the firm opposition of Omar el Beshir government for the deployment  UN 
peacekeepers to be integrated or substitute the AMIS troops  (African Mission in 
Sudan)16. 
Sudan is unable, or even better does not want to resolve the Darfour crisis and refuses at 
the same time the idea that other external elements could take the decision to seek peace 
in the region. 
The central power fears possible “colonialization” by the United States through the 
deployment of UN peacekeepers 17 but it relies on the support of China and Russia within 
the Security Council, as a result of this it continues to equivocate and oppose any 
international aid. An original triangle has been created: oil has become the currency to 
exchange between Beijing, Khartoum and Moscow with an additional political value. 
Sudan wants to defend the survival of the federation against all attempts to seek 
independence by the Eastern and Western regions, with an eye on the referendum that 
will be held in a few years and that could determine the definitive secession of the South. 
This is the principle objective in front of which , according to the logic of realpolitik, the 
Darfour drama and the rebellion of the Eastern States should be bent upon. 

                                                 
13 The agreement was only signed by Minni Minnawi, head of a wing of the Sudan Liberation 
Army-SLA;  
14It was the first occasion in which the African issue was related to the Jihad against the Western 
world;   
15 The National Front for Salvation was established by the fusion of movements opposed to the 
partial agreement held on May 5th; 
16 In spite signals of “flexibility” by the Khartoum executive towards the end of May, government 
exponents declared repetitively in June and July 2006 that they will never accept the presence of 
foreign troops in Darfour; 
17 This fear was expressed throughout the encounters with the UN delegation lead by the British 
Ambassador Emyr Jones Parry (June 6th -7th) and at the press conference held during the visit of 
Thabo Mbeki (June 20th ); 
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The danger of such a closure will lead to the implosion of Sudan. For how long can such 
a position resist? El-Beshir aims to direct the political game with precise rules, at least for 
another 5-6 years, which might mean during the organization of the referendum for an 
eventual secession of the South. 
Will such a political design ever take place? Certainly yes, until the establishment of an 
African Union able to impose on its own members to acknowledge genocide act and to 
punish crimes against humanity perpetrated by African States.  
In the upcoming months the above mentioned drivers will continue to guide the continent, 
to “absorb” its energies, and to attract the attention of international media: the 
organization of the 3rd China-Africa Forum in Beijing in November will verify the type of 
relationship developing countries enjoy; “the forceful cohabitation” between Islamic 
Courts  and Transitional Government should be regulated and planned according to 
methods agreed upon by all parties; Sudan will have to face up to international/Western  
pressure and “clearly open its cards”. To the above mentioned drivers, two other 
important issues will be subject to debate and observation: the post electoral political 
asset in the Democratic Republic of Congo (July 30th ) and that of the elections in Ivory 
Coast (at the end of October). These will be two important moments that will ratify the 
real independence and maturity of the African people. 
It will be interesting to witness the outcome of these appointments, with the conviction 
that the above is only an additional step to reach a complete rebirth of the continent. 
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